“INVENTORY SAME AS” COURSE RELATIONS GUIDELINES
DEFINITION:

“Inventory same as” course relations, or cross-listings, are permanent
associations between courses in different fields of study and are published in the
Graduate or Undergraduate Catalog. They should be established when the
courses are added to the catalog course inventory and scheduled each semester
the course is offered. “Inventory same as” courses share the following
characteristics:
•
•
•

Always the same in every way—title, degree plan statements,
prerequisites, etc.
Appear in the course schedule and the catalog with a “Same As”
statement
Students may not receive multiple credit toward a degree for inventory
same as courses even if they were taken in a different semester under a
different field of study with a different instructor.

Example:

A student may not receive credit for a previously offered or future
offering of E 323L once they have earned credit for LIN 323L.

CREATING “INVENTORY SAME AS” CROSS-LISTINGS:
“Inventory same as” cross-listings usually originate with a “home” academic
unit requesting a cross-list with an affiliated field of study that has had prior
consistent “schedule same as” relationships. This must be done during the
appropriate catalog production year by the deadline. Courses must contain at
least 30% of the guest discipline’s field of study content in order to be eligible for
cross-listing. Guest departments/centers may impose a higher content
percentage before granting approval. Both the “home” and "guest"
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departments/centers must agree on all course statements before an online
Course Inventory update may be submitted.

SCHEDULING “INVENTORY SAME AS” CROSS-LISTINGS:

Scheduling data, such as the meeting days, times, and room, should be entered
into the system by each unit’s scheduler after the home has entered its data into
Class Manager. Once it appears as a “potentially related class”, the relationship
type to select will be “inventory same as”. The home unit must provide timely
notification to guest units of any additions, deletions, or changes made to the
course during each scheduling phase.

RESTRICTIONS:

The following inventory same as cross-listings require the approval of the
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs before being added to the inventory:
1. A ROTC course with a non-ROTC course.
The following inventory same as cross-listings may NOT be added to the
inventory:
1. A lower-division course with an upper-division course.
2. A law course with an undergraduate course.
3. A graduate course with an undergraduate course.
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